
An Accessible Home





This kitchen has almost no upper cabinets. Most of the counter tops are lower than the standard 30”-34” to accommodate the husband using his chair and the 
wife who is small in stature. One piece, however, was left at the standard height in anticipation that the children will someday be teenagers and may be tall like 
their father. 



A pantry large enough to accommodate a 
wheelchair takes the place of the upper 
cabinets at a good value. It provides the equiv-
alent storage capacity of approximately thirty 
standard upper cabinets, and a counter top to 
assist in unloading groceries. Motion sensored 
lights are used in this pantry and the other clos-
ets to allow the clients to walk in or roll in to an 
immediately lit area.



A residential elevator provides full accessibility to the lower level. 
The doorway on the lower level is on a wall perpendicular to the 
main level, again allowing the chair to roll in and simply turn 90° 
to exit, rather than needing to spin 180° 



This home has wide hallways, and most rooms are circuitous, allowing him to continue straight ahead rather than needing to turn 180° to back out of an area. 
For example, the master bedroom, master bathroom, laundry room, and hallway form one circle that he can use in a circuit. The master bathroom has plenty 
of space for turning radius, transfer space from chair to toilet, and a shower that can be rolled into, or transferred from wheelchair to seat. The vanities are 
customized for his-and-hers; one that suits his wheelchair and one that suits her standing.







The main living spaces in this home were designed 
to be bright, open and very spacious. A wheel-
chair can easily and comfortably be maneuvered 
throughout each room without need to back up 
or turn around. 



A small deck and screened porch are located at the back of the house. Placed adjacent to the workshop, the husband can go from 
his wood shop directly to the porch. The porch is positioned so that it does not block any windows allowing wide-open views to 
the generous backyard and green space beyond. 




